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Bibliographic Considerations of “Jōdosanbukyō-
ongi-shū” 浄土三部経音義集 Compiled by
Shinzui 信瑞：In Particular about Its Various
Manuscripts in China.
MAEJIMA Shin’ya
“Jōdosanbukyō-ongi-shū” 浄土三部経音義集 was written in 1237 by
Kyōsaibō-Shinzui 敬西房信瑞who studied under one of Honen’s disciples. It
explains the readings and meanings of Chinese characters appearing in the
three Pure Land Sutras.
There are a total of four manuscripts, A, B, C and D in The National
Library of China(NLC). In this paper, we discuss why they are kept in NLC,
their relationships with each other, other manuscripts in Japan, and a book
published in Shanghai.
First of all, it is concluded that the reason why they are kept in NLC is
that they were brought in by a calligrapher, Yang Shoujing 楊守敬. There
are three reasons. Firstly, there are his stamps in three out of four
manuscripts, A, C, and D; Secondly, a photograph of him is affixed to two of
those three manuscripts, C and D; Thirdly, his postscript is written in the
other one of the three manuscripts, A. Therefore, at least three of the four
manuscripts were owned by him.
Next is the relationships between the four manuscripts. Manuscript C
was purchased in Japan by Yang Shoujing. Because there are ownership
stamps of the temple in Japan, Japanese punctuation marks and alphabet,
Kana. It is obvious that the other three manuscripts copied manuscript C
because their explanatory notes match. In particular, manuscripts B and D



























characters on each line and the same postscript as manuscript C. Although
manuscript A does not have the same postscript as manuscript C has, it
reflects the notes of manuscript C. So, it is concluded that all three
manuscripts copied manuscript C as the base manuscript.
Regarding the relationships with other manuscripts in Japan, three
manuscripts owned by Otani University, Bukkyo University, and an
individual are of the same lineage as the four manuscripts in NLC in terms
of the page format and the postscripts of the manuscripts.
Finally, on the relationship between manuscripts in NLC and the book
said to have been published by Luo Zhenyu 羅振玉 in Shanghai, it is
inferred that the latter was published based on the former because there
was a relationship between Yang Shoujing and Luo Zhenyu.
Research Institute for Old Japanese
Research Fellow,
Manuscripts of Buddhist Scriptures,
International College
for Postgraduate Buddhist Studies
